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Public Questions for Scrutiny for Polices, Children and 
Families Committee Wednesday 3 March 2021

Elective Home Education

Statement from Caroline Ellis (co Chair Taunton Home Education)
Under English law, it is parents who are responsible for ensuring their children 
receive suitable education whether at school or otherwise i.e. through home 
education. Home education is growing in popularity because of increased awareness 
and the lack of personalised, flexible learning provided by institutions.  It is as diverse 
as the numbers of families practising it, since learning is completely tailored to the 
individual child and more child-oriented, autonomous and/or project-oriented 
learning approaches can be used. 

The expectation is that parents should be allowed to get on with the job in peace, 
with the LA in possession of a ‘backstop’ duty to intervene if concerns are raised 
(process should be: seek more information informally in first instance, provide 
specifics of concerns, further enquiries if necessary, discern if support required and 
offer said support, with last resort option being school attendance order or other 
measures - rarely ever used.)

LAs also have the power to make informal enquiries of any home ed family becoming 
known to them (as long as this is done in a manner which is reasonable and 
proportionate). For parents, such enquiries can be time-consuming, often irritating 
and of no benefit but most are happy to provide information confirming what 
provision they have in place for their child.

The LA provides no services for home educating families or children per se. 
Information, advice, peer support, group learning/educational and social 
opportunities are arranged by local home education groups, such as ours, and 
networks – such activities add value to individually tailored provision made by 
parents.

Previous Education Welfare Managers have tried to establish more positive relations 
with home educating families, but in our experience have been stymied by a senior 
manager driven by an anti-home ed agenda. SCC needs to give corporate backing to 
the development of a positive approach.
Suggestions for establishing positive relations between SCC and home educating 
families:

 Relationship needs to be founded on acceptance of home education and 
parity of respect with school – if it seems you are concerned ‘to reduce the 
numbers’ as an end in itself, that will breed mistrust; some work could be 
done on challenging prejudicial assumptions.
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 Do focus on ‘getting your own house in order’ in terms of delivering on SEND 
action plan and tackling the systems and decisions which leave children with 
SEND or medical needs deprived of their statutory entitlements and families 
battling for support. Then parents can naturally make/review choices in light 
of improved state provision – they do not need or want an official to presume 
to tell them what is in best interests of their child.

 Ensure ‘Elective Home Education’ policy and protocol is transparent, lawful 
and based on good practice (the ‘triage’ practiced must be non-discriminatory 
and factually based; avoid setting local policy on ‘suitability’; information 
requests must be reasonable and proportionate -no demanding school-type 
‘work’ samples – or pressuring for access to the home). Current policy is not 
clear and protocol is out of date.

 Avoid unlawful data sharing across agencies. 
 Avoid labelling limited consultation as ‘co-production’. One experienced home 

educator has been appointed to a working group looking at review of 
policy/protocol, which is good, but to our knowledge the process could not 
yet accurately be described as ‘co-production’ which would entail setting out 
shared objectives and rather wider and deeper listening and engagement.  
(Note: Involvement re autism and ADHD assessment pathways is welcome, but 
a different work programme.) 

 Reinstitute the ‘continuous feedback loop’ established by John Riches -former 
Education Welfare Manager. This enabled families and advocates to quickly 
report and see resolved any bad practice on the part of Education Welfare 
Officers as they were then called (e.g. door stepping or ultra vires actions) and 
meant greater trust in the LA.

 Take EHE out of ‘Education Safeguarding’. It is unfortunate - and 
inappropriate- that responsibility for communicating with home educating 
families is located in a department focused on safeguarding and otherwise 
dedicated to enforcing school attendance. Home education is not, of itself, a 
safeguarding issue. Research has shown home educated children and young 
people are at lesser safeguarding risk than their schooled peers. We would 
recommend a separate, small team of people more attuned to alternative 
pedagogies and sympathetic to home education. 

 Broker easier access to exams and better 14-19 transition options. Our group 
can provide AQA Unit Awards, Duke of Edinburgh awards but families rely on 
cooperation of local schools to sit GCSE/IGCSEs with fees posing a barrier and 
some have been left ‘high and dry’ by changes to exam arrangements in 
response to COVID-19.

Fruitful partnerships can be established when the focus is on expanding opportunity 
and founded in respect - Dr Julie Young Somerset’s Post 16 Advisor has been 
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incredibly helpful to our group in arranging careers advice and connecting us with 
opportunities offered by libraries, SSE outdoors and others (she is also very aware of 
the need to bolster 14-19 options). That is an excellent model to build on in our view. 

Statement / Questions from Cassandra (Somerset Parent Alliance)
Many children who are forced to off role, will have done so as a last resort to failing 
school  provision. These schools will be known to SCC but the council has failed to 
take any action, despite this being recognised as a need 7 years ago. The push to 
drive students with SEND out of schools has been strongly driven by the complex 
and difficult process for mainstream schools to access high needs funding, before the 
compulsory and long awaited process of EHC applications and funding. Our DCS has 
been clear in stopping the funding to be accessed in a reasonable time frame or not 
at all as a measure to drive these children to be humiliated and discriminated in the 
educational system. The DCS has also failed to ensure that a good level of training is 
available to staff to increase their understanding of SEN in the classroom and the 
support services schools can use...or used to be available, before the council made it 
a policy to trim or dissolve services as made reference to the dyslexia service by MP 
Ian L-G  about 10 years ago.
 
Again  the county wide policy to remove assessments and services could have 
prevented the need for many children to de registered with mental health needs, this 
highlights how this council is a safeguarding risk to the children in this county. 
 
The Education welfare team may visit some families but, there is no agency that will 
actively help the family to complete the  EHCP process. Many of these children’s 
parents have waited years for other parents to help them understand the EHC 
processes. By the time they receive an EHC draft plan it is evident these children are 
needing independent specialist placements or specialist medical placements due to 
the length of damage caused by the schools. Asking the safeguarding officers to step 
in at this point is beyond torturous, too much damage has been allowed to erode 
and schools are in breach of disability discrimination, early intervention should be 
happening and is not happening.
 
These families are also unable to access mostly all support on the troublesome EHA 
process, some SCC staff tell parents to fill this form out, but it’s not a document 
compatible with many families who do not have a computer, most are just reliant on 
tablets or phones. Most of the services are only available if the child is in a school. 
Many are refused support from the ever limiting remit of the occupational therapists 
or speech and Language therapist.
 
It takes 12 months on average for each EHE child to recover from the often extreme 
degree of depression and self-harm, due to the emotional abuse by the poor quality 
of some schools and the failure of any services being willing to help. The ultimate 
safeguarding failure again triggered by our failing services and the disappearance of 
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the GETSET level 2. Tier 2 mental health support is not available to the children who 
have needed to de register, neither then can the access the extreme criteria for tier 3 
mental health, as there are not any services to support the application of need 
especially SEMH.
 
There needs to be a local protocol on EOTAS, due to SCC expectations on the school.
 
More practical learning hubs like the 14-16 unit need to be made available across the 
county, not only for EHE but to offer a more inclusive level of learning for the 
students who are not able to achieve current schools high number of GCSE subjects.
 
With just under 300 children recognised as having SEN, this doesn’t account for 
children who do not understand why they struggled at school and they continue to 
blame themselves. But this identifies how there are a lack of suitable special 
educational need placements available in this county.
 
Families expect the DCS to ensure children are safeguarded and protected from the 
harm they have been exposed to due to the actions of this council. The council needs 
to provide their duty and not a response to the crisis they have created.
 
Q1: In point 3, are the number with EHCP’s, the total number of those who have 
deregistered at the time of having an EHCP, or do they also include the children 
who have acquired an EHCP after deregistering and or becoming  “EOTAS”, in 
where another school is asked to add a child to their school role and record 
attendance as a ‘B’ code?
 Q2: Can all the EHE families be contacted to ask - why they deregistered and if 
anything could have helped them to remain in a school, what they need in the 
way of services and support now
 Q3: Please can a paper be produced with an audit of needs and cost of impact, 
covering:

 How much are the welfare officers and services costing?
 What other funds are provided to EHE students or groups?
 How much is the county losing in FSM / Pupil premium type of 

funding?
 How much is the county losing towards allocated school money 

and any other income source funds?
 How much funding is being provided to the students known to 

have EHCP, EOTAS, or SEND?
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Future Schools Provision in Crewkerne and Ilminster area

Petition presented by Oliver Patrick
Will formally present the following petition: -

Stop School Changes in Crewkerne and Ilminster

353 of 400 signatures
Conservative-led Somerset County Council wants to abolish our highly 
successful 3-tier school system in Crewkerne and Ilminster, replacing it with 2-
tiers and closing Misterton School.

Coronavirus has put enormous pressure on school staff, students and families over 
the past year. The last thing they need is further disruption and upheaval caused by 
these proposed changes. For details of these changes click here.

We believe it is WRONG for the Conservatives to force these changes through when 
up to 80% of parents and carers oppose them. We say they should press 'pause', and 
think again.

We, the undersigned, call on Somerset County Council to shelve their plans for 
schools in Crewkerne and Ilminster.

Questions from Holly Phillips
During one of your Nov/Dec 2020 consultation Q&As I asked if the merged 
Swanmead and Greenfylde school would receive extra financial assistance as 
obviously there will be unavoidable extra costs associated with operating one school 
over two sites.  The answer was a blunt 'yes', which is good to know but hardly a very 
enlightening or informative answer.

We appreciate there will be transitional funding but what, if any, kind of financial 
packages will there be for schools to mitigate the financial implications associated 
with significant surplus floor area being opened up across the school estate as a 
result of moving 2 extra year groups to Wadham?

Obviously parents and staff have concerns and need reassurance that schools won't 
be financially disadvantaged as a result of your proposed changes.

In the case of a merged Swanmead and Greenfylde - will a certain amount of 
financial assistance be indefinite for as long as the school remains split site, or will 
there be a cut off point?  Will the amount they receive actually cover all unavoidable 
extra costs or just lessen them?  And will this extra financial assistance be guaranteed 
and protected from future budget cuts and changes in Council leadership?
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Statement from Kathrin Khan-Davis
I do feel that this consultation is not being undertaken in a fair and considered way. 
It is wrong that a consultation of this nature, that constitutes such a dramatic change 
to our local areas education system is being pushed ahead regardless of the current 
COVD pandemic. By deciding to do this all online, you are alienating people who 
may struggle with either Internet access or the confidence to successfully navigate 
the online formats that you have chosen to use. This is not very democratic as it 
appears you do not want to make the process accessible to all.  I also find it very 
strange that Somerset County Council would continue with this current proposal to 
change our local school’s system, when there are quite significant potential changes 
occurring within the structure of Somerset County Council itself.   
 
Two of my children have already greatly benefitted from their education received at 
Maiden Beech Academy in Crewkerne. I would like my youngest daughter, currently 
in Year 3, to also benefit from the same opportunities of a middle school education – 
benefits such as being taught by specialist subject teachers in fully resourced 
teaching environments adapted to that subject like science labs and art and design 
studios. These proposed changes to our schools’ system will dramatically alter our 
future communities and result in detrimentally effecting our children’s education. By 
changing age ranges and expecting our current first schools to teach pupils which 
they are perhaps inexperienced or no longer proficient in teaching, you will 
potentially be ill-preparing those effected pupils for their national assessments and 
future readiness for secondary education. 
 
You will also be removing my right and that of my daughter and also of all the other 
current Year 3’s and their parents about what school their children will attend in Year 
5. Many of us have already planned for them to attend Maiden Beech Academy in 
September 2022 and my daughter especially is very keen to go up to middle school 
and learn and participate in the same environments and with the same staff in which 
she has seen her brothers benefit from. This is a concern shared by many other 
parents of children who have seen older brothers and sisters go up to Maiden Beech 
Academy. 
 
As a parent and as a member of the local community, this proposal will therefore 
affect myself and my family quite significantly. I urge you to reconsider how this 
consultation is being performed and the way you are engaging with the people who 
will be most affected by the potential results of it. 
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